

**G. K. Chesterton Institute Conference**  
*A Distributist View of the Global Economic Crisis*  

**Saturday, July 11, 2009, from 1-6 pm**  
St Benet’s Hall, Oxford University,  
38 St Giles, Oxford, England

---

**Schedule**

**Introduction**  
*Fr Ian Boyd C.S.B.*  
President of the G. K. Chesterton Institute & Editor of *The Chesterton Review*

**Speakers**

*Phillip Blond*, U.K. — Director of the Progressive Conservatism Project for DEMOS, on:  
“A Distributist View of the Financial Crisis”

*Philippe Maxence*, France — President of the *l’Association des Amis de Chesterton*, journalist and writer, on the:  
“The Paradox of a Crisis: the Distributist response—France reconnections with the best of its social traditions”

*Salvador Antuñano*, Spain — Professor, Universidad dad Francisco de Vitoria, Madrid, on the:  
“The Concept of Distributism in relation with the anthropological roots of today’s socio-economic crisis in Spain”

*Allan Carlson*, U.S.A. — Author and Scholar, on:  
“A Servile World: How the Business Government—’The Loathsome Thing Called Social Service’—and other Distributist Nightmares all Came True”

**Responses**

Fr Ian Boyd CSB        Stratford Caldecott  
Edward Hadas           Russell Sparkes

**Followed by Discussion**

---

Sponsored by the G. K. Chesterton Institute for Faith & Culture,  
Seton Hall University

To reserve please contact: chestertoninstitute@shu.edu or call 1.862.216.8451

---
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Seton Hall University]